
                 THE ‘4-4 INTERACTION’ 

 

The history of psych-(e)-ology is a sad tale of etymological betrayal. “Psyche” 

means “soul” and even many who have worked with “the unconscious” (e.g. Freud!) 

have rejected the possibility of a “soul” domiciled within it. By contrast, psychological 

astrologers observe dynamics such as the Sun-Moon inter-cycle, transiting Venus and 

Mercury to gain “conscious” access to their souls, even if some question our inclusion 

of the ‘4 Moon’ i.e. “isn’t this an example of ‘subconscious-blind-leading-unconscious-

blind’”? FA’s answer: no, 2,000+ Easter full Moons have shone their (reflected) Solar 

lights (back)-down to the hero’s ‘1-2-3-4-5-6-7 journey’. Also, if one acknowledges ‘4’ 

as the ‘highest’ level of “the unconscious”, one can acknowledge it as the royal path 

for, as Freud said, “making the unconscious conscious”; or, as your local FA-er would 

say it, “making the ‘lowest’ levels of ‘the unconscious’ (i.e. ‘10’, ‘11’, ‘12’) conscious”. 

Recall, here, that the ‘10 superego’ has a larger unconscious fraction (i.e. ‘use-by date’, 

“overcompensating reaction formation”, “undercompensating denial”, “unconscious 

sense of guilt”, “paranoid schizoid position/defense”) than a conscious fraction (i.e. its 

policing “conscience”). Indeed, if ‘10’ is accessed “regressively” (from ‘3’, ‘2’, ‘1’, ‘12’ 

± ‘11’), ‘10’ becomes that sterile authority that is better known as the Devil. 

On the 18/1/2022, the transiting Moon will become “full” in Cancer i.e. the Sun 

will be transiting (the latter degrees of) Capricorn. Given that Freudastrology’s natal 

chart reveals its Moon at 27° of Cancer – this full Moon is also our “Lunar return” – 

the abovementioned date becomes an opportunity for us to (re)-pose the question: can 

a website have a “soul”. Answer: with (i) “psyche” meaning “soul” and (ii) this website 

being about psychology, we can at least confirm that our natal Moon is a “(projective) 

screen” for readers who are interested in psych-e-ology… yet, this simply pushes our 

‘projection-question’ one step further back i.e. what can we say about readers who 

are “projecting” onto FA? e.g. to avoid “loss of soul”, do they need to “retrieve” their 

(respective) “projections”? or, are they only “projecting” a ‘part’ of their (respective) 

soul/s and, therefore, are still able to reflect on their (respective) Solar pathway/s? In 

order to answer these kinds of questions, we do well to review the question: what ‘part’ 

of the “soul” is symbolized by the ‘4 Moon’ and the 4th archetype in general?…  

Because the Moon orbits the Earth (and the full Moon reveals the heliocentric 

Earth sign), it is a symbol for the process of ‘attachment’ of the immaterial soul to the 

material soma. The natal Moon is a symbol for the ‘foothold’ of this process; and the 

transiting/progressed Moons are symbols for the process wherein the natal ‘foothold’ 

morphs into a fully “(re)-incarnated” soul. Indeed, the whole reason that FA deems it 

worthwhile to consider Freudian astrology is that a ‘difficult’ natal Moon placement, 

although it makes suffering feel as if “life sucks and then you die” or “it is what it is”, 

can be superseded by Lunar transits/progressions and, thereby, the soul has a chance 

to forge a ‘secondary’, ‘broader’ ‘torso-hold’ onto its “(re)-incarnation”. For example, 

when the Moon transits/progresses through one’s 4th house/Cancer sector, this ‘double 

up’ helps the soul to value its attachment process, irrespective of what the soul’s natal 

‘foothold’ might have originally (and, in many cases, gloomily) indicated. 

Now, because most definitions of “soul” emphasize immateriality, some will ask 

whether it might be better to focus less on the ‘4 Moon’ and more on , say, ‘12 Neptune’ 

when we try to locate “soul” in a horoscope. Our answer is that “soul”, per se, is not 



locatable in the horoscope i.e. as it is for the “Self”, the “soul” has more to do with the 

birth-chart-as-a-whole. At the risk of being a little bit too poetic, we take the view that 

the birth-chart’s watery vectors are ‘tributaries of the soul’. Yes, Neptune has a strong 

‘immateriality quotient’, but that won’t make it ‘more soulful’ than the Moon. Indeed, 

Neptune’s association with “regression” forces us to entertain the possibility that it is 

‘less soulful’ than the Moon… and, given that the feeling function’s links to water, we 

have arrived at the significant ‘feeling value’ of the ‘4-4 interaction’. 

Meanwhile, back at Freud’s ranch, although he would have had none of all this 

soul chit-chat, Freud might have acknowledged a correspondence between the “soul” 

and the deeper part of the “id” that never develops into “ego” because this (let’s call 

it) ‘infra-id’ can’t be reached-observed with his reductive method. To the teleological 

psychologist, however, the “soul” incarnates to learn “lessons” both before and after 

possible ego developments. This is where (not phobosophers, but) philosophers step in 

to interpret “teleos” of “soul lessons”. In other words, a developed ego won’t stave off 

soul lessons… it can only stave off learning its lessons “the hard way”. Thereupon, we 

begin to realize that the ‘4 Moon’, especially when located in the 4th house, Cancer or 

forming a square aspect to an inner planet, promotes the “easy way”. Psychoanalysts 

who are not so keen on metaphysics will translate ‘(re)-incarnation’ as “(re)-departing 

‘10-11-12-12-1-2-3 narcissism’ and (re)-entering ‘4-5-6-7 transference’”.  

So, let’s re-cap “transference” analytically: although it begins at fiery-outgoing 

‘1’, psychoanalysis of it continues ‘down-across-up’ to ‘4-5-6-7’ because these are the 

‘screens’ upon which the “projection” mechanism lands (by contrast, ‘1’’s assumption 

about the world – that, pre-development, will be ‘11/12ths wrong’ – is better viewed as 

an “identification”; see first ‘Basics’ essay). Moreover, we need to continue to reflect 

on ‘4-5-6-7…’  because a “withdrawal” of a “projection” stimulates development only 

if the withdrawal occurs from these ‘forward locations’. One image that helps to grasp 

this idea is the line-&-hook projectile that, having been thrown over a wall, gives the 

climber (i) something to climb along and (ii) (provided it wasn’t fixed at the point from 

where it was originally thrown) a chance to withdraw it so that it can be used for the 

next wall. When we consider this idea/image through the reflective light of the Moon, 

we realize that a “projection” onto one’s ‘4 family romance’ may occur when the Moon 

transits the ‘1 ascendant’ but the mature developmental action is to wait a week – the 

Moon now transiting ‘4-5-6-7…’ – before considering the wall between endogamy and 

exogamy. A Christian might call such virtuous patience, “waiting until Palm Sunday”. 

In our essay, ‘Freudastrological Basics’, we made the point that Christians fuss 

too much about life-eternal, r/Resurrection, a/Ascension etc. and fuss too little about 

impotence and death. Also, upon recalling that, for many Christians, large chunks of 

psyche are typically ‘left behind’ in the left hemisphere, we can now add that too little 

fuss is made about ‘getting an erotic (= “transferential”) life’. And, given that the palm 

symbolizes “eternity”, Christians could address their ‘too little fuss’ by re-placing the 

‘palm’ of Palm Sunday with a plant/flower that invokes the mortal ‘eros’ of the right 

hemisphere… perhaps the Rosicrucians (rose-cross) have already done so. Either way, 

the fact that Christ rides into Jerusalem on a donkey, rather than a (war)-horse, tells 

us something about a “projection-withdrawing”, “depressive position” attitude that, 

in turn, is willing to learn about time’s cycle as a link from time’s block to time’s line.   

 



EXAMPLE IMAGES XI: FA’S “(PROJECTION) SCREEN” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the prior overview, we realize that, if FA was a biological being, we would 

counsel ourselves to focus more on our “progressed” Moon, less on our ‘troubled’ (i.e. 

opposed to Chiron) natal Moon. Indeed, in 2022 – with our natal Moon going through 

a death-rebirth workover by transiting Pluto & our Lunar “progression” making it 

into our 9th house – we would ‘double’ our counsel. Still, as an abstraction, FA’s Lunar 

‘tributary of soul’ remains a dry riverbed until another soul “projects” onto it. Indeed, 

this is what I am doing now… “projecting” my 9th house-philosophical questions – (i) 

what has soul? (ii) how can I think about “soul” in psychodynamic terms? (iii) where 

in the horoscope to look for a “soul”, and (iv) when is a good time to ask philosophical 

questions? – onto it. I have answered ‘now’ despite FA’s once/30yrs “progressed” new 

Moon in the 9th house (now, in Aries) occurring in December 2021 (scroll up). We use 

the word ‘despite’ because, in our earlier discussion of ‘4-4’, we saw that the Moon is 

at its most “reflective” when it is full. Thus, we need to handle the dyad of this being 

both a good and a not so good time to answer questions regarding soul. If, therefore, 

we were to counsel ourselves (or a living-breathing client who had a similar dyad), we 

would encourage a 15yrs-long, flexible attitude that rejoices in answers that are less 

conclusive and more generative of new, if Hydra-headed, sets of questions. 

One question that is relevant to 2022-23, when Pluto in Capricorn continues to 

oppose a set of  Moons in Cancer, is: because both the ‘4 Moon’ & ‘8 Pluto’ care about 

fertility, could they resolve some of the sterility of ‘10 Capricorn’’s superego? Answer: 

because ‘8 Pluto’ achieves fertility via its capacity to “re-centre” in “the unconscious”, 

the “conscious” attitude that works is (Kleinian) patience. The ‘democratic’ majority, 

of course, is still a long way off from understanding the ‘8 value’ of patience. For this 

reason, it may be a good idea to look at ‘8-8’ in our next essay. In the meantime, let’s 

consider the issue of impatience as “reflected” in a failing “family romance”… 
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RELEVANT FILMS 11A: KRAMER VS. KRAMER (1979)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Over the years, Hollywood has often dipped into the courtroom drama pool. 

Usually, however, the issues it tackles are grisly acts and ‘the truth’. One of the reasons 

that Robert’s movie managed to run past “Apocalypse Now” at the Oscars was that it 

sidestepped ‘usual Hollywood’ to reflect on (i) a child custody battle & (ii) the virtual 

impossibility of establishing ‘truth’. Moreover, with the audience being privy to many 

father-son scenes that the judge wasn’t, it is invited make a quadratic out of the dyads 

of parenting and gender. For example, the Jungastrologer might remind astrologers 

that an at-home-father might be “passively identified” with his “anima” and, through 

his “identification”, he might be able to express the maternal archetype. Numerology 

tells us that we do well to try to generate quadratics whenever ‘4’ is involved. 

Robert’s horoscope tells us that he would have had little trouble in conceiving 

the character of the child over whom the custody battle ensues. Indeed, it is likely that 

he would “identify” with the child as he conceived the character of the parents: “Billy” 

(Justin Henry) nicely reflects rebellious Uranus on the Ram ascendant (e.g. the famous 

chocolate-chip ice-cream-eating scene) at Plutonic loggerheads with his father “Ted” 

(Dustin Hoffman). Further, natal Uranus & Pluto form a T-square with a ‘tripled up’ 

Saturn in Capricorn in the 10th house… indicating a mother, “Joanna” (Meryl Streep), 

who has come to the view, through her punishing superego, that she is unable to do a 

“good enough” maternal job. Although, from a depth psychological point of view, one 

would ‘judge in favour’ of Joanna because she entered psychotherapy to address her 

unhealed “narcissistic wound”, the film has the judge adjudicate in favour of Joanna 

for the non-quadratic reason that mothers are better fathers than vice versa. 

From a 7yrs-of-age child’s point of view – in the early stages of ego construction 

and the “sublimating latent” phase – the desired adjudication would be an improving 

relationship between the parents that helps promote creativity in the face of the child’s 

upcoming need for successful exogamy… or, in Robert’s case, for a successful movie. 
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RELEVANT FILMS 11B: ANIMAL CRACKERS (1930)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although Freud was alive in the 1930s – the decade in which the Marx Brothers 

became a world-wide comedy phenomenon – his book, “Jokes & their Relation to the 

Unconscious” was written decades earlier. Had Freud written it in the 1930s, he would 

have seen the link to his contemporaneous book, “The Psychopathology of Everyday 

Life”, upon watching the scene in “Animal Crackers” wherein Harpo repeatedly mis-

hears brother Chico’s request for a flashlight to silently pull a series of ‘wrong rabbits’ 

– fish, flush, flesh etc. – out of his sleeve. The whole movie is, in fact, one long series of 

sketches of people talking past one another. The difference between the Chico-Harpo 

diatribe and the others is that there is mutual recognition of the mis-hearing. In other 

words, the brothers reflect psychoanalysis insofar as analysts guide their analysands 

to the view that they are mis-hearing their inner conversations. In “Animal Crackers”, 

the audience is reminded of Freud’s first psychoanalytic rule: say everything, whether 

they be (Groucho-like) verbal or (Harpo-like) pantomimed “free associations”. 

And, although we look to Harpo’s Uranus in the 1st house ‘feeding down’ to his 

tricksterish Mercury in Scorpio in the 2nd house for the ‘basis’ of his clownish persona, 

we notice that his natal Cancer Moon in his 10th house is itself ‘feeding down’ to both 

his Uranus & his 4th house Mars. It was around the time of Saturn transiting Harpo’s 

10th house and 4th quadrant that he handed over the verbal joking to his older brother 

after a not so good review of his vaudevillian improvising. If Melanie Klein had been 

inclined to write about jokes, it is likely that she would have seen that they are ‘based’ 

in the “paranoid schizoid position” i.e. those who can make their way forward to their 

(respective) 4th and 5th houses are able to ‘get’ the joke and those who can’t make their 

(respective) ways don’t ‘get’ the funny side of (as Freud said it) the “mis-” that can be 

sourced, almost always, to “under/over-compensation”. 

Harpo’s silent comedy and Groucho’s/Chico’s verbal comedy reflect cinema’s 

silent-to-sound transition of the 1920-30s. The transition of the 1940-50s concerned… 
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HEROES OF DIRECTION XI: DAVID LEAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although Hitchcock had decided to move from the U.K. to Hollywood prior to 

the outbreak of WWII, he still found himself being criticized for leaving his homeland 

in 1939 after a decade of directing success. Hitch’s ‘successor’, David Lean, would also 

become the critics’ target after a decade of directing success – “Summertime” (1955), 

“The Bridge on the River Kwai”, “Lawrence of Arabia” and “Doctor Zhivago” (1965) 

– for the not dissimilar reason of David having wandered too far from the U.K.’s pithy, 

“kitchen sink” ‘home’… having sat through his overblown “Ryan’s Daughter” (1970), 

many critics could only see a director who had fallen from the grace of cinema’s very 

best interpretation of Dickens – “Great Expectations” (1946) – to cinema’s very worst 

interpretation of the penny dreadful romance. He was so hurt by this criticism that he 

gave up directing for a half cycle of Saturn. 

As we had done for our essay on John Ford, we have guessed David’s birthtime 

to be in the early afternoon because this locates his (i) natal Jupiter in Leo on/near his 

ascendant to thereby symbolize his ‘1 initiative’ to go ‘9 big’ with ‘5 romance’, and (ii) 

natal Sun conjunct Saturn in Aries inside his 9th house to thereby symbolize his, if ‘10 

frustrated’, keenness to ‘9 long journey’ himself away from the U.K.. Further, we get 

a sense of ‘10-11 compensations’ that would have multiplied over his Venus-conjunct-

Mars in Taurus straddling the cusp of the 11th house i.e. biographers point out that he 

was a notorious womanizer. To be sure, natal Sun placed in a fire sign can be ‘enough’ 

to render earthy planets in a relatively “unconscious (projected)” state – womanizing 

being one ‘logical’ outcome – without adding in this 4th quadrant location, so we admit, 

as always with this kind of speculation, that we are tentative. The best thing about not 

knowing someone’s birthtime is the way that inspires a ‘keep thinking’ attitude… 

If, for example, David had decided that he needed psychotherapeutic treatment 

for “womanizing”, his fiery Sun-Saturn & fiery Jupiter would likely have led him into 

a “classical” Jungian analysis wherein the issue would be ‘couched’ in a mythological 

framework. Even if his analyst wasn’t an astrologer, there would still be a good chance 
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that s/he would look to the Aries myth, Jason and the Argonauts, because it points to 

the price that the hero must pay if he wants to have his Golden Fleece cake and eat it 

too i.e. the vengeance of the ‘discarded feminine’ personified in Medea. In respect of 

this, David’s analyst might begin by asking him how close he felt to the characters that 

populated his Oscar winning films, because both “The Bridge on the River Kwai” and 

“Lawrence of Arabia” are lacking in female protagonists. In asking David about this, 

his analyst would leave room in the interpretation for ‘the feminine’ being portrayed 

by phenomena other than women e.g. jungles & deserts are well able to wreak revenge 

on anyone who lacks respect for them. This kind of abstraction is especially relevant 

to married Sun in Aries analysands (e.g. Francis Ford Coppola, Akira Kurosawa) but 

it would help David insofar as brings up the tie between one’s ‘attitude to women’ and 

‘attitude to making deals’ whether or not they are made with a woman. We can’t help 

but notice “Lawrence” (Peter O’Toole), having made a promise he can’t keep, finding 

himself losing his support and, ultimately, losing everything he values. And, so…      

Another reason for FA’s Leo ascendant guess is David’s likely “identification” 

with the natal Sun in Leo (conjunct Saturn on/near the ascendant) T.E. Lawrence, the 

title character of his (very near) best film, another Brit who was ever keen to get away 

from the U.K.. It seems that, with “Lawrence of Arabia”, David cared only to compare 

himself with/outdo? American directors who were making epics – i.e. William Wyler’s 

“Ben Hur”; Stanley Kubrick’s “Spartacus” – and, so, we are drawn to the comparison 

of Lawrence’s fatal motorbike crash and David’s ‘career crash’… he could have seen 

the oncoming truck sooner if he hadn’t been rattling along so quickly. If he had been 

in therapy, his therapist would have looked at the roots of why he cared about critics 

who didn’t care enough about the importance of P.T.S.D.. Did the critics conclude that 

1970’s “best movie”, “Patton”, also centred around this mental illness, was enough? 

It is worth pointing out here that guessing at ascendants is something that we 

might do here but, in a ‘live’ chart reading, we take the view that such guesses are best 

made post-reading. In other words, there is plenty to discuss with what is more certain 

in the natal chart and discussing it would be more satisfying to the client. For example, 

before interpreting a guessed-at M.C., the FA-er would look for any planets placed in 

Capricorn-Aquarius-Pisces that, with transits/“progressions”, ‘feed down’ to planets 

placed in Aries-Taurus-Gemini… to get a ‘zodiac-background’ picture of both sides 

of the self-orientated, masochistic-sadistic, narcissistic instinct. As T.E. Lawrence tells 

a fellow soldier, “the trick is not minding that it hurts”. In David’s case, we note that 

his Moon (almost certainly) is in Capricorn and, equally relevant when the time comes 

to understand ‘masochistic narcissism’, we also note his natal Uranus in Capricorn & 

his natal Chiron in Aquarius. In the years of “Lawrence of Arabia”, transiting Jupiter 

& Saturn would add to this “difficult”, “reaction forming”, ‘10-11 superego-supraego’ 

dynamic. By the time of “Ryan’s Daughter”, Saturn was rattling around David’s natal 

Venus-Mars in Taurus (although Venus is trine Uranus, a trine isn’t able to eliminate 

the difficulties of a Uranus in Capricorn ‘feeding down’ to Venus in Taurus). 

Although not many would view David’s natal Uranus in Capricorn opposite 

Neptune in Cancer generating a T-cross to his natal Sun in Aries, most would view his 

“progressed” Sun making this aspect during his early teens, a juncture when he would 

have been extra-sensitive to the raw archetypal realm and ‘10’’s not-very-useful 

reactions to it. Biographies tell us that he wiled-away many hours in the cinema during 



this time and, as it turned out, these hours were not wasted. The irony of the negative 

critical reaction to “Ryan’s Daughter” was that, 14 years later, the critics would rave 

for the not dissimilar “A Passage to India” i.e. both stories present ‘10-11 Uranus-in-

Capricorn’ mental illness with, admittedly, a switch of gender. Specifically, the British 

officer of “Ryan’s Daughter”, “Major Doryan” (Christopher Jones), has P.T.S.D. and, 

as a result, is unable to handle Ireland’s id, personified by the titular daughter, “Rosy” 

(Sarah Miles); the British fiancé of “A Passage to India”, “Adela” (Judy Davis), has a 

subtler P.T.S.D. and, in turn, is unable to handle India’s id, symbolized by the Malabar 

Caves and personified (for a time) by “Dr. Aziz” (Victor Banerjee). It seems, therefore, 

that the critics were more at ease with David’s movies that dealt with the more decisive 

West-East cultural split; Britain-Japan, Britain-Arabia, Britain-U.S.S.R. (the further 

east “Dr Zhivago” goes, the more lost he becomes), Britain-India. 

Having now made mention of “Dr. Zhivago”, we could argue that Britain is far 

better personified by the “repressed” fiancé of “Lara” (Julie Christie), “Pasha” (Tom 

Courtenay), because, after all, Tom Courtenay had featured in a number of British 

films of the “kitchen sink” era, “The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner”, “Billy 

Liar” & “King & Country”. Whatever the case, “Dr. Zhivago” highlights the emotion 

that a psychological astrologer might expect an individual with a natal Sun in Aries to 

express ‘5 talent’ for its interpretation… anger. David begins with a dyad (i) Pasha as 

the character who could freely admit to his anger and (ii) “Dr. Zhivago” (Omar Sharif) 

as the reciprocal character who is unable to admit how much anger might be swirling 

through his unconscious. One of the film’s celebrated scenes has the camera remaining 

fixed on Zhivago’s face as revolutionary carnage spills out in front of him and provides 

a clue about his “repressed” ‘1-2-3-4 hunting instincts’. Pasha, by contrast, is a mix of 

“repression” and “suppression”. The character with the role of articulating this dyad 

is “Victor” (Rod Steiger)… he has a developed-enough intuition to know where-to the 

various self-deceits are heading. Victor’s ‘trailing’, 4th function, sensation, by contrast, 

is as behind the 8-ball as most of the other characters of the story, excluding Lara. 

One of the more ‘emergent’ aspects of David’s WWI-era films, “Lawrence of 

Arabia”, “Dr. Zhivago” and “Ryan’s Daughter” is that more time has passed since the 

making of these films than had passed between the era that they depict and their own 

time of making. From our 2020s perspective, these films might have more to say about 

the 1960s than about the 1910s. For astrologers, a viewing of these films now is timely 

insofar as (i) the 1910 Saturn-Uranus square (just after David’s birthday) ‘waxed’ to 

its opposition from 1910-1919, (ii) the Saturn-Uranus opposition of the 1960s provided 

astrologers with a parallel sense of political unrest and (iii) we have just completed a 

Saturn-Uranus square that, over the next decade will ‘wane’ to its opposition in 2032 

and, in doing so, we have the chance to ‘frame’ our next decade in terms of what had 

transpired through the WWI and the Vietnam War eras. 

Although movie buffs would have to put quite a few hours aside to get through 

all of David’s epics in one ‘festival’, they might notice that each ends on a more hopeful 

note than its predecessor… from “The Bridge…”’s “madness, madness”, through the 

(if gloomy) return home for T.E. Lawrence and the inheritance of the balalaika in “Dr. 

Zhivago”, to the priest’s marriage blessing in “Ryan’s Daughter” and the forgiveness 

of “Adela” in “Passage to India”. War-storyteller David was on his road to peace. 

 



DAVID LEAN’S (PSYCHOLOGICAL) “TOP 10” 

1: GREAT EXPECTATIONS (1946:3)  

For the “classical” Jungian, this narrative is a variant on the ‘hero-overcomes-

the-dragon-to-save-the-maiden-imprisoned-in-a-tower’ myth. Yet, instead of viewing 

the dragon as bitter “Miss Havisham” (Martita Hunt), many Jungians would abstract 

the interpretation i.e. view the ‘dragon’ as the “great expectations” of pressure that is 

placed on children to ‘better’ themselves by (substitutes of) parents in order to redeem 

the (substitute) parents. Poor “Estella” (Jean Simmons/Valerie Hobson) gets a double 

dose… having been adopted, she is methodically indoctrinated into a hardened heart. 

Dickens might have lived in a time when few considered the importance of exogamous 

determination in a hero but “Pip” (Tony Wager/John Mills) embodies them anyway.  

 

2: LAWRENCE OF ARABIA (1962:4)  

Even in the midst of the desert, it is possible to do a bit of self-psychoanalysis… 

“Major Lawrence” (Peter O’Toole) informs “General Allenby” (Jack Hawkins) that, 

after he executed a man to prevent a tribal bloodbath (shades of the philosophy behind 

“Saving Private Ryan”), his superego was concerned that his id “enjoyed it”. Before 

Lawrence’s ego could become creatively synthetic about his guilt, an abuse experience 

would lead him to the “reaction formation”, “no prisoners”, that provided a “defense” 

against his memory. We generate memory not for sentimental reasons but, instead, to 

make a successful future. The more psychically traumatized an individual is, the less 

accessible are his/her memories. The same goes for empires, especially violent ones. 

 

3: THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI (1957)  

15yrs after (co)-directing the war propagandist, “In Which We Serve” (1942), 

David was given the chance to square the ledger with the war “madness, madness” of 

“The Bridge on the River Kwai”. Whereas FFC’s “Col. Kurtz” of “Apocalypse Now” 

wants to win his war with “horror, horror”, Lean’s “Col. Nicholson” (Alec Guinness) 

wants to lose his war with ‘principle, principle’; first up, “war-as-cricket”, second up, 

war as a way for young men to learn the importance of morale. Controversy remains, 

however, because Col. Toosey, the source figure from Pierre Boulet’s novel, had taken 

the view that morale was better served with him working alongside his troops. Morale 

in war would get a more 360° treatment in Clint Eastwood’s “Letters From Iwo Jima”. 

 

4: BRIEF ENCOUNTER (1945)  

Interpretations of life’s big turning points are multiple because the unconscious 

has multiple ‘levels’. At a deeper level, “Dr. Alec” (Trevor Howard) might need to go 

to South Africa but, within his conscious ‘level’, he was so “stuck” that his “Self” was 

forced to ‘arrange’ it by compelling him to fall in love with “Laura” (Celia Johnson), 

his unavailable “anima projection”. Then again, at a higher ‘level’, this Noel Coward 

scripted “taboo extramarital thinking” tale speaks to Saturn’s transit through Cancer 

– i.e. “domestic frustrations” – the sign in which Lean’s natal Neptune is placed. 

 

5: DR. ZHIVAGO (1965)  

The intuitive individualist, “Victor” (Rod Steiger), sees what is ahead but he is 

too dualistic – he admonishes “Lara” (Julie Christie), “there are two kinds of men in 



the world” – to qualify as a true psychological typologist. Victor is correct, however, 

insofar as there are two “masculine” types, his intuition & “Pasha”’s (Tom Courtenay) 

thinking. The “feminine” types, feeling & sensing, are shown in the Zhivago brothers 

(Omar Sharif/Alec Guinness). How might the 20thC have unfolded if, post Einstein et 

al., it had also found a way to accept the epistemological wisdom of Jung’s quadratic? 

 

6: HOBSON’S CHOICE (1953)  

The Saturn-Neptune conjunction in Libra of 1953 is nicely reflected in David’s 

last film before setting off to far away (from England) lands i.e. “Maggie” (Brenda de 

Banzie), the eldest daughter of a Neptunian father, “Hobson” (Charles Laughton), a 

father who insists that his liquor is “reasonable refreshment”, is in the midst of her 1st 

Saturn return and ready for marriage. The use of the word “choice” in the title is also 

very Libran… Maggie has the Venusian nous to over-rule her father’s determinism.  

 

7: A PASSAGE TO INDIA (1984)  

Released in the wake of “Gandhi”, the political story of Indian nationalism, 

David’s story of India’s swelling desire for psychological independence was well timed. 

Although “Adela” (Judy Davis) would have benefitted from psychoanalytic treatment 

prior to her judicial interrogation, we don’t assume the same for “Mrs. Moore” (Peggy 

Ashcroft), who has a deeper P.T.S.D. than her future daughter-in-law. Her “paranoid 

schizoid” judgement of her son’s imperialistic interest in India previews “Miss Daisy”. 

 

8: RYAN’S DAUGHTER (1970)  

A noteworthy moral question posed in this most-maligned of David’s films: to 

what extent can evil be attributed to ‘knowing-what-one-does is wrong but doing-it-

anyway’ (“don’t forgive them Father, for they know what they do”)? If this attribution 

holds water, we begin to see an outline of “evil” in “Charles” (Robert Mitchum) when 

he explains to libidinous “Rosy” (Sarah Miles) why he is the wrong prospective spouse 

yet he marries her anyway. Full forgiveness here may require roads of ‘reincarnation’. 

 

9: SUMMERTIME (1955)  

Jung took the view that Americans long to visit Europe because it still contains 

their patch of the collective unconscious… without contact to it, they remain haunted 

by a cultural lack that they can barely articulate. Things are even tougher for “fancy 

secretary”, “Jane” (Katherine Hepburn), because she has yet to deal with her Kleinian 

ambivalences… or, as a Darwinian psychologist might say it, “Jane is yet to deal with 

the differentiation of her running and hunting instincts as they impact on her mating”. 

 

10: THIS HAPPY BREED (1944)  

David’s career as a director kicked off with a series of collaborations with Noel 

Coward. Although “Brief Encounter” is the most celebrated, this film has more to say 

about David’s and Noel’s Jupiterian optimism and fiery good humour (Coward was a 

Sagittarian++) rattling on despite the doom and gloom of WWII. A question remains, 

however: was the optimism of 1919 a problematic player in the lackadaisical attitude 

that underpinned the Treaty of Versailles? If so, was 20yrs enough time to remedy it? 


